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There is nothing worse than doing your company books! It’s dull, boring work and never
makes the top of anyone’s list. The more the work gets pushed out the harder and more
time-consuming it seems to get. The temptation is then to pay someone else to do the
legwork, but you then struggle to know what your bank balance is, whether your customers
have paid you yet, if you are due to pay any suppliers and if the tax man is happy. This can
lead into a vicious circle of spiralling costs and stress levels.
The reality is, however, that bookkeeping has never been so cheap to complete. There are
now a huge array of cloud accounting tools that are cost effective ways to automate many
areas of your bookkeeping ensuring you have the information you need on your business in
real time. Imagine being able to focus on your business knowing all the figures are in order
and the cash is flowing the right way – read on and we will show you how.
Nuvem9 is a location independent finance consultancy that specialises in implementing
cloud accounting systems for early stage tech start-ups, creative service freelancers and
solo- & tech-preneurs. Running a remote, cloud based business ourselves we use these
tools every day and know exactly what to do and what not to do to get the best out of
them. We hope you find this useful guide gives you usefull tips for your business. If you
read to the end of this document, we have included an exclusive opportunity for a free
“How cloud am I” consultation. This will enable us to determine any specific gaps and
opportunities for improving systems and generating additional cash in your business.
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This document is a guide and not a formula for success. Whilst we believe these areas could benefit your business, a full review of your individual
circumstances would be necessary to generate the most comprehensive solution. Nuvem9 is a Xero Certified Partner and the tips herein are based on a Xero
centric solution.

MISTAKE 1: NOT LINKING YOUR
BANK TO XERO
Why?
You could potentially miss when a customer pays, or worse not notice if they don’t
pay, and may run into cash issues using old data, rather than real time up to date
information.
What to do:
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Imagine logging into an app every day which has pulled in the bank transactions
from your online banking system. This means you can immediately match payments
in and out of your bank to your customer invoices and any payments due to
suppliers such as hosting costs, contractors etc. Xero Touch operates on IoS and
Android and provides a real time hand held update on your business finances,
meaning you can be anywhere in the world and never be in the dark.

MISTAKE 2: NOT BILLING YOUR
CUSTOMERS ON TIME
Why?
There is nothing worse than doing the work, getting side-tracked with the next job
and forgetting to bill for the first job. This can cause cashflow issues if it extends into
more and more jobs, yet too often we find people are literally too busy with the
work to action this.
What to do:
1) For one-off projects, when agreeing the initial fee for the job create a 		
quote on Xero which you can then turn into an invoice at the touch of a 		
button when the work is done; and
2) For retainer jobs or repeat subscription income create a repeating invoice
on Xero which means the invoice gets issued each month until you tell it to
stop. As an example our invoices go out on the 1st of each month while we
are sleeping!

MISTAKE 3: NOT SENDING
YOUR INVOICES TO THE RIGHT
PERSON
Why?
If your customers are small businesses this won’t be a big issue as the person you
agree to do the work for will likely also pay the bills. Imagine, however, that you are
dealing with much larger firms, with multiple sites, multiple departments and
running bureaucracy crazy processes. If you don’t get the invoice to the right person
and department it simply won’t be paid when you need it to be.
What to do:
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When the fee is agreed with your contact get details on how the invoice will be paid,
specifically finding out if the invoice needs a reference for their system (e.g. a
purchase order) and the details of who the invoice should be emailed to (never post
an invoice when it can be emailed!). Then email the invoice from Xero to your
contact and the payments department and attach all the backup to the invoice when
sending.

MISTAKE 4: NOT MAKING IT
EASY TO PAY THE INVOICE
Why?
Your customers are busy people just the same as you. What would you do if you
received an invoice without bank details on it? You would procrastinate
unintentionally and say, “I must check up on that” while never doing so as a million
other things come in.
What to do:
Xero now allows you to insert a “pay now” link on your invoice. So, when the email is
received (see Mistake 3 – never issue an email other than by email) the recipient can
see the backup to the invoice and an extremely handy button which allows them to
literally pay within a few clicks. Imagine being paid within an hour or so of the
invoice going out! We recommend you set-up a PayPal or Stripe account for credit
card payments and GoCardless for bank transfers to offer as much choice as
possible.
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MISTAKE 5: DOING YOUR DATA
ENTRY YOURSELF
Why?
OCR exists to wipe out repetitive data entry. If you are using a system that means
you are forced to enter data for invoices and payments every single time you are
wasting time that could instead be generating you more money – a double
punishment.
What to do:
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Set up a Receipt Bank account and ask all suppliers and contractors to email you and
your unique receipt bank mailbox – then sit back and wait for them to magically
appear in Xero. Use the Xero cash rules to ensure that repeat bank transactions like
standing orders and subscriptions are auto-reconciled each time they appear. Use
the repeating invoicing rules to ensure that you only enter recurring charges the first
time. If you have financial data in a non-financial system, e.g. an e-commerce store,
make sure that it is compatible with your accounts system and feed the data in via
API. If you are charging a customer by the hour, use a time recording app like
Minute Dock or Harvest and create an invoice through their Xero integration.

MISTAKE 6: NOT CHASING
YOUR CUSTOMERS FOR
PAYMENT
Why?
If you don’t bring in cash on time, you may run out of money. Most businesses fail
due to poor cash collection techniques.
What to do:
Xero offers invoice reminders which means your invoices, if not paid by due dates,
can be issued again with a polite reminder that the money is due. Specialist tools,
like Satago and Chaser integrate with Xero to allow escalated messages, initially
reminding in advance of due date to sterner messages if they go considerably
overdue. They even automate a thank you message when you do get paid. Of
course, if some companies are consistently late you have the option to say you’ll
only do the business for an upfront fee or if the money is paid monthly by direct
debit, and GoCardless and Directli are perfect, cost effective tools at ensuring you
can do this in a few simple set-up steps, without any paper forms having to exchange
hands.

MISTAKE 7: PAYING YOUR BANK
TO SEND OR RECEIVE MONEY
TO ANOTHER COUNTRY
Why?
In the tech world it is common to have contractors operating in different countries
and customers online can be generated anywhere in the world. So how do you send
the money? Ask your bank? NO!
What to do:
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High street banks are notoriously expensive and overcharge you in two ways: firstly,
via an uncompetitive exchange rate and secondly, via high transaction fees. Do not
use them when you can use online tools such as Transfermate to send the payments
for you. The savings on a transfer of GBP 1,000 can be as high as GBP 40-50 a time
on the exchange rate alone and no transfer fees on transfers over £5000, further
savings! Count that up over a year or on a project.
Similarly, TransferMate allows you to receive money in your customer’s base
currency, and feed back to you at a much more competitive rate than your bank
would credit you for, whilst also giving a conversion boost in that your customers can
pay in a currency which gives no additional costs to them. No sender fees, no
receiver fees– win-win!

MISTAKE 8: NOT PLANNING
FOR CASH OUTGOINGS
Why?
Tax bills are never nice if unplanned for!
What to do:
Use Xero to firstly estimate what your tax bill will be and then integrate Xero with
cash forecasting tools such as Float which can allow you to see what cash needs set
aside before the bill is due. Alternatively, if this sounds like hard work, use an expert
in cash management like Nuvem9, knowing that with all your Xero data up to date
and in real time, the work involved to tell you will be much less and much cheaper
than handing over a shoe box 3 days before your return is due. Xero integration with
HMRC for VAT and payroll means the actual submission process for tax returns and
payments can be equally painless.

MISTAKE 9: PAYING YOUR
ACCOUNTANT TO KEEP YOUR
BOOKS ON THEIR SYSTEM
Why?
Your data is never up to date and even if it was, you never see it until it’s too late to
do anything about it.
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What to do:
Amazingly, some accountants still operate systems that aren’t accessible by their
clients. With Xero you can see all your data and reports, even if you’ve engaged the
services of an accountant to help you. Use a cloud savvy accountant that
understands how small businesses work to ensure you are getting the best value
from the service and most importantly automating the work so they are free to
advise and support you. Being location independent and running our business on
cloud tools, Nuvem9 are at the forefront of the accountancy industry in that regard.

NUVEM9
We hope you have enjoyed this guide, and more importantly you have identified
ways to save money and benefit your business.
Nuvem9 operates as a totally cloud based business and as well as our partnership
with Xero, we work with many more cloud tools.
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As a valued reader of this guide we are running a promotional free 1-hr video call
consultation for business owners seeking assistance in moving to, or getting the
best out of, their Xero with our “How cloud are you” introductory service.
Simply click here http://www.nuvem9.co.uk/#section-contact and quote
CLOUDGUIDE16 and we will contact you to arrange a suitable date and time.
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